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CASMARA Algae Peel-off Masks are the original 
face masks created by CASMARA Laboratory. 
Innovative natural (+95%) cosmetics offering 
exclusive advanced care, with immediate visible 
effects on the skin and unique sensations.

Whether you want a fun skin pampering session 
or a truly relaxing experience, choose your ideal 
MASK KIT.
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Their revolutionary PEEL-OFF TECHNOLOGY developed by CASMARA 

Laboratory allows the masks to set on the skin, adapting perfectly to the facial 

contours to treat all areas, even the most delicate parts, such as around the 

eyes. Their removal is unbeatable: by gently lifting the edges, they are removed 

in one piece, without the need to rinse, and leave no residue on the skin, just 

their amazing results!

True HOLISTIC COSMETICS, the perfect combination of cosmetic and sensory 

actions to hydrate and firm the face while providing unique sensations. Their 

occlusive ice effect provides a pleasant feeling for a true moment of well-being. 

Made with a SECRET FORMULA in 2 phases, powder + gel, with multi-action 

active ingredients and precious marine algae from Brittany (France), carefully 

selected for their exquisite properties to pamper your skin with the most expert 

care.
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HOW DO THE ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASKS WORK ON THE SKIN? 

1. ICE EFFECT: the masks are concentrated with an ice-cold 

power, which provides an extraordinary intense “healthy glow” 

in an instant. This achieves an overall improvement in the 

complexion, evens the tone and softens all signs of fatigue, such 

as eye bags and dark circles.

2. TRIPLE LIFTING EFFECT: powerful firming and toning 
effect that improves the facial muscle tone, strengthens the 
network responsible for skin firmness and “plumps” the skin, 
redensifying it. The result: firm face, smoothed wrinkles and 
defined facial contours.

3. SMART HYDRATION: rich in marine algae, carefully 
selected for their advanced properties, their formulas provide an 
ultra-hydrating action. They form a film over the skin, which 
provides extraordinary hydration, maintains the perfect moisture 
level and prevents dehydration. 

In 20 minutes, you will be amazed by their extraordinary effects 
on your skin.  ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASKS, the expert care that 
provides an exquisite halo of beauty for stunning, visibly younger-
looking skin.



purifying Mask Kit  /  Oxygenating and refreshing.

Made with MARINE ALGAE, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, MICROENCAPSULATED 

OXYGEN and MINT. Oxygenates, hydrates and purifies the skin. 

antioxidant Mask Kit   /  Anti-free radicals.

Made with MARINE ALGAE, GOJI BERRIES and QUINOA SEEDS.

Prevents the appearance of signs of aging and softens existing ones.

luxury Mask Kit   /  Revitalizing.

Made with marine algae, 24K GOLD DUST, VITAMINS, MINERALS and TRACE 

ELEMENTS. Intensely revitalizes and brightens the skin.

hydra Mask Kit   /  Double rehydrating action.

Made with MARINE ALGAE, WAKAME SEAWEED EXTRACT and REJUVENATING 

MARINE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS. Maintains optimal moisture levels and deeply firms 

the skin.

shine stop Mask Kit  /  Mattifying.
Made with VOLCANIC EARTH, AZELOGLYCINE® and AQUA SHUTTLE®.

Hydrates, balances and mattifies oily or combination skin types.

MASK KIT COLLECTION 
8 OPTIONS FOR EXPERT SKIN CARE
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renovating Mask Kit  /  Anti-wrinkle.

Made with ALOE VERA, ARGIRELINE® and RECOVERINE®.

Botox-like effect. Smooths wrinkles and prevents their appearance.

vitalizing Mask Kit   /  Energizing & anti-aging.

Made with VITAMIN C and DILL.

Intensely brightens and nourishes the face.

longevity Mask Kit  /  Repairing.

Made with BLACK PEARL and SMART PEPTIDES.

Repairs skin damage and rejuvenates.
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purifying Mask Kit 

OXYGENATING AND REFRESHING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH MARINE ALGAE, MICROENCAPSULATED 

OXYGEN (O2) AND MINT. 

Intensely oxygenates the face, acting like a true breath of fresh air for the skin, which appears radiant 
with reduced signs of fatigue. 

Thanks to its powerful purifying action, the mask acts globally, restoring the skin’s luminosity lost due to 
stress, pollution and a lack of daily rest.

Formulated with algae, O2 and mint, the mask promotes an overall improvement in the complexion, 
providing intense hydration and a pleasant and relaxing feeling of freshness, with a delicious minty 
aroma that makes each application a real pleasure.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?
Formulated for all skin types, especially for stressed, dull and/or asphyxiated skin. In short, for skin 
needing a “breath”.

ACTIONS 

· DOUBLE OXYGENATING ACTION. Provides oxygen and stimulates cell respiration, increasing the 
oxygen supply to the cells. The result: increased cell function, leading to an overall improvement in the 
skin, which appears brighter, suppler and intensely cared-for.

· PURIFYING EFFECT. Helps improve internal cell purification systems, encouraging them to eliminate 
waste elements. This causes an intense purifying action from within the skin, which is reflected on the 
outside.

· TRIPLE HYDRATING ACTION. Thanks to the effect of marine algae and betaine, it provides an intense 
and effective hydrating action that prevents dehydration and ensures correct skin moisture levels.

“Inspired by oxygen therapy”
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purifying Mask Kit 96

“Fresh, radiant and 
intensely hydrated skin”



antioxidant Mask Kit 
´

ANTI-FREE RADICAL ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH MARINE ALGAE, GOJI BERRIES AND QUINOA SEEDS.

Face mask that delays the effects of time by preventing the appearance of signs of aging. The antioxidant 
power of age-old goji berries is enhanced by the action of marine algae and quinoa seeds, with a 
high vitamin effect to protect and strengthen the skin against environmental factors and free radicals, 
preventing the appearance of the first signs of aging and smoothing existing wrinkles and expression 
lines.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Formulated for all skin types, especially for those who want to prevent the first signs of aging. Also 
suitable for sporty types and smokers.

ACTIONS

· DOUBLE ANTIOXIDANT EFFECT. Prevents the formation of free radicals and protects the skin cells   
against the potential damage they can cause.

· REHYDRATING. Double hydrating action: hydrates the skin and increases its ability to maintain its 
correct moisture levels.

“StopTime”
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“Face protected  
against photoaging  
and the passage of time”



luxury Mask Kit 

REVITALIZING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH MARINE ALGAE, 24K GOLD DUST, VITAMINS AND MINERALS.

Real facial vitality boost that intensely revitalizes and brightens the skin. High in vitamins, it intensively 
reactivates the skin, providing all the nutrients it needs to look cared for and full of life. This “vitality 
boost” helps improve all skin renewal, regeneration and hydration processes, allowing it to appear 
visibly brighter and younger looking. Wrinkles are softened and the skin regains the elasticity and 
firmness lost due to the passage of time and environmental factors.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Formulated for all skin types, especially for dull or devitalized skin with an uneven tone.

ACTIONS

· REVITALIZING. Supplies all the essential trace elements the skin needs to restore the vitality lost over 
time.

· PROTECTIVE. Provides the skin with a powerful defense system against the signs of aging.

· ANTI-AGING. Stimulates cell renewal by promoting the replacement of aged cells with young ones; 
blurs wrinkles and imperfections.

“Vitality boost”
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“Radiant complexion 
that’s full of life”

GOLD
24C



hydra Mask Kit 

DOUBLE-ACTION REHYDRATING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK MADE WITH MARINE ALGAE, WAKAME SEAWEED 

EXTRACT AND REJUVENATING MARINE.

Face mask that captures the amazing hydrating and toning power of the sea, providing the skin with 
an intense level of moisture thanks to active ingredients with extraordinary properties extracted from the 
depths of the ocean. The face regains the exquisite firmness and wonderful elasticity typical of young 
skin. Any signs of facial aging are softened. Cutting-edge cosmetics for beautiful skin.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Ideal for all skin types. Its formula is especially created for dehydrated skin with visible wrinkles or 
expression lines and/or flaccidity.

ACTIONS

· ULTRA-HYDRATING. Exponentially stimulates hyaluronic acid synthesis and increases the skin’s ability 
to retain water, intensely improving its moisture levels.

· PREVENTS DEHYDRATION. Film-forming action that prevents transepidermal water loss, combating 
dehydration.

· LIFTING EFFECT. Reactivates the skin, helping it function like younger skin, and stimulates collagen, 
elastin and hyaluronic acid production, substances responsible for skin elasticity and firmness.

· ANTI-AGING. Wraps cells in a protective halo, delaying the appearance of signs of aging.

“The rehydrating power of the sea”
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“Firm and intensely 
rehydrated skin”



shine stop Mask Kit 

MATTIFYING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH VOLCANIC EARTH, AZELOGLYCINE® AND AQUA SHUTTLE®.

The perfect solution for oily, combination or shiny skin. An advanced formula with extraordinary mattifying, 
hydrating and balancing active ingredients that acts intelligently to eliminate shine, restore correct moisture 
levels and provide a pleasant feeling of freshness. Innovative treatment and preventive mask that balances 
and eliminates excess sebaceous sebum. Advanced mattifying care that balances the skin without drying 
it out.

The result: balanced, intensely hydrated and shine-free skin.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Formulated for oily, combination or shiny skin.

ACTIONS

· SMART MATTIFYING. Balances and absorbs accumulated sebum and impurities on the skin, removing 
existing shine.

· HYDRATING. Restores the skin’s moisture balance. Hydrates the skin in an intelligent way, only acting 
on the areas that need it.

“Stop Shine”
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“Mattified, 
shine-free skin”



renovating Mask Kit 

ANTI-WRINKLE ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH ALOE VERA, ARGIRELINE® AND RECOVERINE®.

Innovative anti-wrinkle face mask with a preventive and treatment action. Formulated with 3 powerful 
active ingredients that act synergistically to remove and/or smooth furrows, wrinkles and expression 
lines, and prevent their future appearance.

Thanks to its “Botox effect” action and regenerating active ingredients, the skin is renewed, with a 
smoother complexion and protected against the appearance of new wrinkles.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Suitable for all skin types. Especially formulated for skin with visible wrinkles and expression lines.

ACTIONS

· PLUMPING. Traps water molecules inside the skin and strengthens the barrier effect for redensified 
skin that’s plumped from within. Wrinkles and furrows are softened, and expression lines disappear.

· BOTOX-LIKE. Intelligent active ingredient that softens repetitive facial movements. Shock effect that 
stops wrinkles and expression lines from appearing.

· RENEWING. Stimulates and accelerates skin renewal. Removes visible imperfections from the outside 
for visibly smoother skin.

“Bye bye wrinkles”
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renovating Mask Kit 97

“Softened 
wrinkles, 
smoother and 
protected skin”



vitalizing Mask Kit 

ENERGIZING ANTI-AGING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH VITAMIN C AND DILL.

Real “energy bomb”, rich in bioavailable vitamin C, that provides lovely radiance and nourishment to 
the skin. Extraordinary multi-action mask for increased skin energy levels.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Formulated for all skin types, especially for skin with visible signs of stress and fatigue, as well as 
accentuated signs of aging.

ACTIONS

· BRIGHTENING. Provides a lovely natural glow to the skin, thanks to its high dose of energy.

· ENERGIZING. Provides energy at cell level, helping the cells to function like in young skin. Its action 
creates an overall improvement in the skin.

· PHOTO-PROTECTING AND ANTI-AGING. Neutralizes free radicals, preventing their negative action 
and protecting the skin against photoaging.

· NOURISHING. Rich in highly nourishing oils, its formula deeply nourishes the skin, delaying aging 
and softening the visible signs of age.

“Energy bomb”
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vitalizing Mask Kit 97

“Energized and 
youthful complexion, 
full of vitality”



longevity Mask Kit 

REPAIRING ALGAE PEEL-OFF MASK WITH BLACK PEARL AND SMART PEPTIDES.

Repairing face mask made with Tahitian black pearl powder and enriched with smart peptides, which 
repair the skin while providing firmness, elasticity and protection against the passage of time.
A complex and advanced formula that repairs damage caused by external factors and age, while 
smoothing wrinkles and delaying their future appearance.
The beauty secret for visibly younger-looking skin.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Suitable for all skin types, especially formulated for skin with accentuated signs of aging.

ACTIONS

· REPAIRING. Highly nourishing formula that improves the skin’s repair capacity, softening the signs of 
aging and delaying their appearance.

· DOUBLE PROTECTIVE EFFECT. Protects the skin structure and strengthens the barrier function. A 
double protective effect that maintains skin firmness and elasticity, while preventing the appearance of 
signs of aging caused by possible environmental damage and the passage of time.

· REJUVENATING. Global action that wraps the skin in a halo of youth, capable of erasing the visible 
signs of aging.

“The rejuvenating power of Tahiti”
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longevity Mask Kit 96

“Visibly 
younger-looking 
complexion”



HOW TO APPLY THE MASK KIT? 

STEP 1. Cream.

Massage a few drops of cream over your face before 
applying the mask and after removing it, if required. 
Keep the rest of the cream to use when you apply the 
second Algae Peel-Off Mask.   

STEP 2. Mask.

Pour the contents of one of the phase 1 sachets 
and one of the phase 2 sachets into the lid of the 
container (bowl) for mixing. Stir with the spatula for 
around 40 seconds until you get a homogeneous 
result.

Beware! You must do this quickly, as the mixture starts 
to set as soon as phase 1 and phase 2 are mixed 
together.

Next, apply the mask to your face. To apply it 
correctly, load the spatula with a generous amount 
of mask and start to spread it over your face without 
applying too much pressure, so that it glides over 
your skin.



Start by covering your forehead from left to 
right, including the temples. Then, cover your 
cheekbones and cheeks, first on one side and then 
the other, using upward movements from your 
nose and lips towards your ears. Next, cover your 
nose. Finally, cover your jaw, chin and lips.
The mask should cover your entire face, except for 
your eyes.

Now, relax and leave the mask on for at least 15 
minutes.

NOTE: it’s important not to leave any areas of the face 
uncovered, as this will make the mask hard to remove.

IMPORTANT NOTE: the mask must be applied in under 4 minutes 

to prevent it from setting.

STEP 3. Remove the mask.
 
After 15 minutes, we recommend lifting the 
mask by the edges and removing it in one piece 
from top to bottom. There is no need to rinse 
with water. The result: radiant skin.
We advise you to relax while the mask sets on 
your skin to make this experience a true moment 
of relaxation and wellbeing.





Much more than 
a mask.
 Algae Peel-Off Mask, 

the most advanced care.
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CASMARA COSMETICS, S.A.
High Quality Professional 
Dermocosmetic Laboratory

Ciutat de Lliria, 29 y 31 
Pol. Ind. Fuente del Jarro

46988 Paterna (Valencia) SPAIN
Tel. (+34)  961 501 999

www.casmara.com
casmara@casmara.com


